Probing the Electronic Band Gap of Solid Hydrogen by Inelastic X-Ray Scattering up to 90 GPa
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Metallization of hydrogen as a key problem in modern physics is the pressure-induced evolution of the hydrogen electronic band from a wide-gap insulator to a closed gap metal. However, due to its remarkably high energy, the electronic band gap of insulating hydrogen has never before been directly observed under pressure. Using high-brilliance, high-energy synchrotron radiation, we developed an inelastic x-ray probe to yield the hydrogen electronic band information in situ under high pressures in a diamond-anvil cell. The dynamic structure factor of hydrogen was measured over a large energy range of 45 eV. The electronic band gap was found to decrease linearly from 10.9 to 6.57 eV, with an 8.6 times densification ($\rho/\rho_0 \sim 8.6$) from zero pressure up to 90 GPa.
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The deep-rooted interest in “metallization of hydrogen” is in the rich physics displayed by the extraordinary changes of hydrogen band gap from a very wide-gap insulator to a semiconductor, to a metal over an extensive range of pressures and temperature. The theoretically predicted trend is the pressure-induced delocalization of the hydrogen 1s electrons from their diatomic orbitals tightly bounded within individual $H_2$ molecules to become itinerant [1], resulting in a metal or even a superconductor [2]. While observations of metallic behavior have been the focus in numerous static and dynamic studies of solid [3–6] and liquid hydrogen [7–9], the fundamental physics of the insulator region is far from understood. In fact, the very basic electronic band structure, which includes the valence band, conduction band, and the forbidden energy gap in between, has never been observed directly in hydrogen under pressure. The present report focuses on a direct study of the hydrogen electronic band gap and joint density of state of its insulating phase as a function of pressure up to 90.2 GPa.

Diamond-anvil cell (DAC) is the only available technique capable of compressing hydrogen up to several hundred GPa static pressures. The high-pressure electronic band gap closure of hydrogen has been reported based on electrical conductivity measurements [5] which are suitable for semiconductor with a narrow band gap and metal with a closed gap but provide little information on a wide-gap insulator. Electronic band gaps have also been studied using optical absorption or reflection spectroscopy in the DAC with axial geometry [Fig. 1(a)]. The optical method has the limitation that the probing photons must pass through the diamond anvils. The diamond intrinsic band gap of 8 eV [10] sets the upper limit of optical photon energies within the infrared (IR) to near ultraviolet (NUV) range (0.1–5 eV). The unfilled conduction band of solid molecular hydrogen at 10–50 eV above the ground-state electrons in the valence band greatly exceeds this limit, and requires vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) photons at high energies (6–120 eV) that are completely blocked by the diamond. Consequently, the only direct measurement of hydrogen electronic band structure was obtained on cryogenically condensed solid hydrogen at 2 K under high vacuum ($<10^{-7}$ torr) using synchrotron VUV radiation [11].

All previous studies of the band gap in insulating hydrogen as a function of pressure [6,12–18] were based on an indirect scheme using optical measurements with
low-energy optical photons passing through the diamond windows [Fig. 1(a)]. This scheme relies on measurements of hydrogen reflectance at the diamond-hydrogen interface as a function of photon frequency $R(\omega)$, which is used to estimate the hydrogen refractive index ($n_H$) using the Fresnel equation:

$$R(\omega) = \frac{(n_D - n_H)^2}{(n_D + n_H)^2}.$$  

Then $n_H$ as a function of photon frequency is determined at each pressure and used to estimate the plasma frequency that implies band-gap energy of hydrogen. However, a key parameter $n_D$, the diamond refractive index, is only known at ambient conditions. Not only does $n_D$ change drastically under pressure, but also the change depends upon the differentially strained conditions at the diamond tip that vary from experiment to experiment. The situation is even worse above 200 GPa when the diamond band gap narrows and the diamond windows change color and darken [17,19]. Derivation of hydrogen optical properties from measurements through diamond windows which also undergo their own dramatic changes in optical properties becomes irreproducible. The claims of hydrogen band-gap closure in literature, have therefore been often debated [20–24].

Ideally, inelastic x-ray spectroscopy (IXS) offers a solution for avoiding the interference of diamond and direct study of the high-energy electronic transitions through a nonresonant x-ray Raman scattering process [25,26]. The incident high-energy x ray ($E_0 \sim 10^4$ eV, x ray in) can be used to penetrate the beryllium gasket that forms the pressure chamber of the DAC, to reach the hydrogen sample in the chamber [Figs. 1(b)–1(d)]. The incident x-ray photons transfer a small fraction of their energy $\hbar \omega$, corresponding to the excitation of hydrogen valence band electrons into the conduction band, and then exit the pressure chamber at a slightly reduced energy ($E$, x-ray out). The excitation energy across the band gap, to any part of the conduction band, is on the order of tens of eV which is 3 orders of magnitude smaller than $E_0$ or $E$, and can be measured simply by the difference of the x-ray energies $E_0$ and $E$, i.e., the energy transfer,

$$\hbar \omega = E_0 - E.$$  

IXS has been used successfully to probe the electronic band structure, excitons, and band gap of a very-wide-gap insulator, the crystalline helium, up to 17 GPa [27]. However, hydrogen presents a greater challenge due to a number of obstacles: (1) IXS is a count-limited technique with very weak x-ray scattering signals from the double differential scattering cross section; (2) as the lightest element, hydrogen is by far the weakest x-ray scatterer. In comparison, all sample-containment materials in the pressure cell, such as Be gasket and diamond anvils, act as heavy elements that produce overwhelming background signals that must be discriminated; (3) high pressures are achieved by minimizing the sample volume, thus further reducing the sample signals. The present efforts in development of DAC IXS have overcome these challenges to accomplish the direct measurement of the electronic band of hydrogen up to 90.2 GPa.

Although the third-generation, high-energy synchrotron sources can provide sufficient brilliance for excitation of the weak hydrogen IXS signals, the intense x-ray beam also generates very strong background signals from the surrounding materials. It is essential to limit the measurement to the microscopic hydrogen sample region, and exclude sampling of the surrounding materials. We conducted the IXS measurements on pressurized hydrogen in DAC in a radial geometry, i.e., both incident and scattered x-ray beam are in the plane normal to the DAC compression axis [Figs. 1(b)–1(d)]. To avoid the background signals from the diamonds and gasket, and maximize the signal-to-background ratio, we focused the incident x-ray beam to a height and width that would keep the beam passing through the hydrogen sample at the center of the gasket hole within the narrow gap between the two diamond anvils [Fig. 1(b)]. The focused incident beam through gasket can completely avoid the top and bottom diamonds and gasket on both sides, but cannot avoid the gasket along the beam before and after the hydrogen sample, which must be discriminated by the signal collection geometry. The scattered beam is collected at a fixed momentum transfer of $q = 4\pi \sin \theta / \lambda$, where $\theta = 15\degree$ is the scattering angle, and $\lambda$ is the x-ray wavelength. We used a newly developed x-ray confocal “polycapillary” device [28,29] to focus on the desired beam segment through a confocal pinhole aperture which selects the scattered photons from a rhomboid-shaped portion of hydrogen sample volume and discriminates against the Be.
gasket signal along the incident beam upstream and down-
stream of the rhomboid sample [Fig. 1(d)]. After the pinhole,
the scattered x-ray photons proceed to the analyzer crystal
that refocuses the x ray at a fixed energy $E$ onto the detector
which is on the same Rowland circle with the analyzer and
pinhole [25,26]. By scanning the incident beam energy $E_0$
and collecting energy loss spectra, we were able to observe
the electronic band structure of dense solid hydrogen up to
90.2 GPa.

High-pressure IXS experiments were carried out to study
the $1s$ charge excitation of hydrogen. In Fig. 2(a), hydrogen
at 6.6 GPa shows the typical behavior of a very-wide-gap
insulator with no excitation intensity below 9.37 eV and a
very steep rise to a broad peak maximum around 30 eV
which include the integrated electron density of states of the
conduction band and excitons. The hydrogen sample in the
DAC is polycrystalline, and the broad peak represents
the joint electron density of states (JDOS) connecting
occupied and unoccupied single electron states integrated
across the Brillouin zone. The low-energy loss region with
zero intensity corresponds to the electron forbidden band
gap. The sharp rise at 9.37 eV indicates the threshold of a
preedge $1s$ exciton peak which is experimentally insepa-
rable from the continuum of the conduction band [11]. The
continuum above 9.37 eV indicates the sum of excitations
of electrons in the valence band to various levels of the
conduction band at different Brillouin zone orientations.

FIG. 2. IXS spectra of (a) solid hydrogen, (b) Be gasket, and
(c) diamond anvil at 6.6 GPa. The off-scale peak at zero energy
loss is the elastic peak of the incident x ray.

Figures 2(a)–2(c) show the raw data from hydrogen sample,
diamond, and the Be gasket without any background
subtraction.

Reference spectra from the Be gasket and diamond anvil
collected 100–150 μm away from the hydrogen sample are
presented for comparison [experiment setup shown in
Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) dotted]. The spectra from hydrogen,
Be, and diamond in Figs. 2(a)–2(c), respectively, show
distinct features. The Be gasket spectrum shows typical
metallic behavior without a band gap; its IXS intensity rises
immediately from zero energy transfer and increases with
energy loss to a maximum at $\sim$20 eV. The diamond-anvil
spectrum shows typical insulator behavior with zero
intensity at energy loss below the diamond band gap.
The diamond excitation begins at $\sim$8 eV, and additional
rises were detected at 15–20 and 35–40 eV. Both IXS
spectra of Be and diamond match those from literature
[10,30]. We compared our measured hydrogen IXS with
the distinctive features of Be and diamond control spectra
during each measurement to ensure that the background
signals were eliminated.

Seven independent hydrogen-in-DAC experiments were
conducted at ambient temperature, and twenty-one IXS
measurements at various pressures were obtained at syn-
chrotron beamlines 16ID-D of the Advanced Photon
Source (APS), Argonne National Laboratory, USA, and
15U1 of Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF),
China (see Supplemental Material [31] for more details).
The IXS measurements were very time demanding. The
spectrum for each pressure point in Fig. 3 represents signal
integrations of tens of hours. The IXS features of hydrogen
evolve continuously with increasing pressure from 6.6 to
90.2 GPa [Fig. 3(a)]: the band gap narrows, the excitation
threshold shifts to lower energy loss, the steep slope of the
sharp rise above the threshold decreases, and the JDOS
broadens, changes shape, with a peak shifting to higher
energy. The high-pressure JDOS of solid hydrogen which
sums valence-band to conduction-band electron transitions
excited by x-ray photons over the entire Brillouin zone, is
obtained experimentally for the first time. The broad
featureless JDOS lumps together too much information
that cannot be delineated at the present time. Nevertheless,
it demonstrates direct experimental measurement of high-
energy hydrogen conduction band at high pressures, thus
opening the exciting perspective for future single-crystal
hydrogen electrons IXS studies along Brillouin zone
branches to garner detailed information of its band
structure.

The only distinctive and well-defined feature of the
JDOS is the singular point of threshold energy which
defines the hydrogen band gap. As exemplified by the
insets of Fig. 3(b), experiments at lower pressures used a
larger sample (Supplemental Material [31]) that the IXS
signal displayed no intensity within the hydrogen band gap,
but at higher pressures, smaller diamond culets and smaller
sample chambers were used, and the confocal resolution was insufficient to eliminate the Be background completely as shown by the characteristic Be signal of the rising IXS intensity slope immediately from zero energy transfer. The hydrogen threshold energy is thus defined as the intersection point between the Be background slope and the much steeper hydrogen slope.

The hydrogen band gap is plotted as a function of density (and pressure) in Fig. 3(b). The experimental equation of state of hydrogen [32] was used for the pressure-to-density conversion. The 21 data points from seven experiments conducted at two synchrotron facilities (APS and SSRF) over a four-year period covering the range from 9.37 eV at 6.6 GPa to 6.57 eV at 90.2 GPa are in very good agreement. The results show an empirical linear relationship between band-gap energy ($E_g$) and density within this pressure range:

$$E_g(\text{eV}) = 0.73 - 0.57(\rho/\rho_0).$$  

The experimental data are in excellent agreement with our band-gap calculations (Fig. 4). To calculate quantitatively accurate band gaps, we used Heyn-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE)-type hybrid functional within the density functional theory. In a recent benchmark, HSE was found to better describe solid hydrogen behavior at extreme conditions such as insulator-to-metal and liquid-to-liquid transitions over other semilocal functionals referenced by a quantum Monte Carlo result [33] (see Supplemental Material [31] for detailed information about computational structure relaxation and band-gap estimation, which includes Refs. [34–40] and [41–46], respectively.)

$E_g$ is the key parameter that many previous studies on the hydrogen metallization process have pursued using the optical scheme of Eq. (1) [6,12–18] and extrapolations of the data in insulator or semiconductor regions to estimate the band-gap closure points. As shown in Fig. 4, the actual data of each individual study covered a cluster of data points with very large scattering. Their linear extrapolations

FIG. 3. (a) IXS spectra of solid hydrogen at high pressures from 6.6 to 90.2 GPa. The inset photomicrograph shows the 100 μm hydrogen sample at 90.2 GPa. (b) The band gap of solid hydrogen determined at the breaking points of the slopes of the IXS spectra (illustrated in the insets); blue, experiments at APS; red, experiments at SSRF; seven different solid symbols represent separate DAC IXS experiments; open square, the zero pressure (<10$^{-7}$ torr), low temperature (2 K) threshold energy from Ref. [11]; open circles, theoretical calculations; solid line, linear regression of the IXS experimental data.

FIG. 4. Threshold energy of solid hydrogen from IXS as a function of density and pressure. The open square corresponds to the zero pressure (<10$^{-7}$ torr), low temperature (2 K) threshold energy from Ref. [11]. Open circles represent the data from theoretical calculations in this work. Filled black circles are IXS data from this work compared with experimental data from Van Straaten [12] (upward triangles), Hemley [13] (downward triangles), Garcia [14] (left triangles), Howie [15] (right triangles), Goncharov [16] (hexagons), Loubeyre [17] (diamonds), Zha [18] (stars), and Loubeyre [6] (open diamonds). The shade areas show the scattering of the data set with the same color hues. The dotted line shows the trend of band-gap closure as a guide for the eye.

6.6 GPa to 6.57 eV at 90.2 GPa are in very good agreement. The results show an empirical linear relationship between band-gap energy ($E_g$) and density within this pressure range:

$$E_g(\text{eV}) = 11.3(1) - 0.57(2)(\rho/\rho_0).$$  

The experimental data are in excellent agreement with our band-gap calculations (Fig. 4). To calculate quantitatively accurate band gaps, we used Heyn-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE)-type hybrid functional within the density functional theory. In a recent benchmark, HSE was found to better describe solid hydrogen behavior at extreme conditions such as insulator-to-metal and liquid-to-liquid transitions over other semilocal functionals referenced by a quantum Monte Carlo result [33] (see Supplemental Material [31] for detailed information about computational structure relaxation and band-gap estimation, which includes Refs. [34–40] and [41–46], respectively.)

$E_g$ is the key parameter that many previous studies on the hydrogen metallization process have pursued using the optical scheme of Eq. (1) [6,12–18] and extrapolations of the data in insulator or semiconductor regions to estimate the band-gap closure points. As shown in Fig. 4, the actual data of each individual study covered a cluster of data points with very large scattering. Their linear extrapolations
predicted band-gap closure pressure varying with a huge uncertainty of 101 to 652 GPa. The present data from IXS, on the other hand, present a very tight constraint of the band-gap variation in the wide-gap insulator region up to 90.2 GPa. Linear extrapolation of the decreasing band gap, albeit a rough estimation, would reach a closure density ratio \((\rho/\rho_0)\) of 19.9 which corresponds to \(\sim 550\) GPa with uncertainty of \(\sim 35\) GPa. It should be noted that the extrapolation is applicable only for the same phase with the same crystal structure. At least four phase transitions have been reported above 150 GPa based on changes in optical Raman and IR spectroscopy, but x-ray diffraction has been reported above 150 GPa based on changes in the same crystal structure. At least four phase transitions on metallization, as well as a comprehensive comparison of previous studies and data over the extensive range of compression.

In summary, we have demonstrated the use of IXS as a selective and penetrating probe for collecting electronic band structure information on dense hydrogen in the previously inaccessible VUV energy range, including how the electronic JDOS and band gap evolve with pressure. We obtained precise constraints on the band gap as a function of density in the insulator region up to 90 GPa. Taking advantage of the developments in state-of-the-art synchrotron capabilities with submicron to nano-meter-scaled x-ray probes, future advances of IXS to higher pressures may reach the semiconductor region of phases II–V, and may enable the study of hydrogen metallization based on direct and quantitative electronic band-gap as a function of density in the insulator region up to 90.2 GPa. Linear extrapolation of the decreasing band gap, albeit a rough estimation, would reach a closure density \((\rho/\rho_0)\) of 19.9 which corresponds to \(\sim 550\) GPa with uncertainty of \(\sim 35\) GPa. Therefore, although the main purpose of the present IXS study remains on accurate characterization of the insulator phase, its extrapolation also serves as a guideline for the effects of hydrogen phase transitions on metallization, as well as a comprehensive comparison of previous studies and data over the extensive range of compression.
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